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Need a place to sew that has
plenty of room and none of the
distractions of home? Our
classroom is open several
Fridays in October to
encourage as much sewing as
possible to get all those UFO’s
finished! For FREE you are
welcome to stay from 1-4pm to
sew away!
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This month, we will be working
on the Mini Orange Peel
Pattern from Simple Whatnots!
We cannot wait to see the
colors that you choose to
make this classic pattern your
own! Not to mention how
much we love this pattern in
general!
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Fea th er w eight
F ellowsh ip
This month we are shaking
things up a bit with the
Featherweight Fellowship.
Sue will be stepping in as our
fearless leader moving
forward. We will be deciding
what size blocks that we
would like to make for our
project and start making them
in class!
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Join Sandy as she teaches our fun fall class in
October with this elegant table runner. This
pattern was designed by fellow quilt shop owner,
Gail Grassel, and we loved it so much, we had to share it with you! This pattern
is perfect to teach how to fussy cut fabric or is perfect for focal fabrics as well.
Sandy’s granddaughter Anna made ours with adorable fall fabric that we know
you are going to fall in love! Make sure that you sign up for this class quickly as
we know that it is going to fill up fast! This is the perfect class to welcome fall
in with!
Date: Tuesday, October 8
Time: 12pm-4pm
Class Fee: $10.00 (Plus Materials)

TLQC Time
Do you have UFO’s that you need help with?
Date: Tuesday, October 15th &
Confused reading a pattern for a new project
Wednesday, October 23rd
and don’t know where to turn? Or even in the Time: 1-4pm
middle of a project but need a little extra help Class Fee: $10.00
with a certain step? If you answered yes to any of these questions, then TLQC
Time is for you! Join us for some Tender-Love-Quilt Care Time for help with any
project at any stage. This month we will be launching this program for you to
receive expert help with any of us. We will be here to answer questions that you may have. Bring your UFO, pattern, or project in and we will give you a little TLQC Time.

Ball Jar Pincushion
Date: Wednesday, October 30th
Swing in for our final class of October for the
Time: 1-3pm
Ball Jar Pincushion! If you have a love for the
Class Fee: $10.00 (Plus Materials) iconic Ball Jar, and have been wondering how to

combine this love with your love of sewing, then this is your perfect class! Sue
will be teaching her original pattern here at Sew Pieceful on how to make these
absolutely adorable pincushions that are a wonderful addition to your sewing
supplies.
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P i e c e f u l !
Fa l l

Introducing the Trifecta Fall Quilt Kit! Featuring fabrics from the Give Thanks line
from Robert Kaufman this quilt includes everything that you love about fall! From
the warm burnt oranges to the rich browns, pumpkins, quail, and sunflowers you
will love this kit and fabric the moment that you see it. This quilt reminds us of
the warm and sunny October days that you can open your windows to let in the
last rays of summer before heading into the cold and snow of winter. A wonderful
pattern to work with, and perfect for a beginning quilter we know that you are
going to love this quilt as much as we do!
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W i s d o m
Even though we have finished our block of the month
program for Wisdom, we have four kits available if you would
like to make Wisdom as a personal block of the month
project! Sometimes all you need are the right words spoken
at the right time. Wisdom is designed by Denice Lipscomb of
Common Threads with fabric designed by Nancy Gere for
Windham Fabrics. This pattern includes inspirational sayings
and quotes every month along with each of these
traditionally pieced sampler blocks. Fill your year with
inspiring bits of fabric and words of wisdom and in no time,
you'll have a queen sized quilt to last a lifetime. If you are
interested, we will be cutting kits to order while supplies
last!

S e v e n

S e a s

Introducing Seven Seas by Windham Fabrics! Featuring antique globes in
tea dyed colors. This is the most amazing fabric for anything that you need!
We are carrying this fabric in a wide back, which would make a stunning
whole cloth quilt—as well as regular width fabric! Perfect for those with an
itch for travel, we love everything about Seven Seas. We cannot wait to see
what you do with this wanderlust fabric!

K w i k Ta n g l e d
T r i a n g l e s
Introducing Kwik Tangled Triangles! This modern quilt is absolutely
stunning in person and we cannot wait for you to see it! Using your 60
degree ruler you cut triangles then sew them together to create this
fabulous interlocking triangle pattern for your quilt top! This pattern is the
perfect way to break out your 60 degree ruler again but with a brand new
project. Kits and patterns available at Sew Pieceful while supplies last!

G r ow t h

C h a r t

Introducing our Growth Chart Kit!
Featuring this cute as a button panel,
there are so many uses for this kit! Not
only will you be able to measure your little ones growth and keep it no
matter where they may move, but they will also learn their letters and
corresponding words as they grow! With this variety of amazing and useful
purposes we know that you will love this kit just as much as we do! Make
sure you run in and get our growth chart, since we know that it is going to fly
out of here just as quickly as it flew in!
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Introducing our new fabric book panels! We have three new fabric books that
we cannot wait for you to get your hands on that are, “Where’s Llama’s Mama,
The Night Before Christmas, and See You Soon Racoon.” With a perfect mix of a
traditional story that the whole family will love to the new, adorable rhyming
stories you and your little ones will adore these books. They are the perfect way
to start your littles reading and not have to worry about tearing pages in a paper
book.

D r e a m

B i g

Keeping with our ongoing theme of quilt
L i t t l e O n e
projects for little ones, we are introducing our
Dream Big Little One quilt! With soft grey, pale yellow, and rose gold
accents this is a perfect gender neutral quilt for Disney loving parents and
little ones alike! Your little one will fall asleep with the comfort of Bambi and
Thumper with the reminder to dream big. A quick quilt to stitch up, the kit
features pre-cut stars for you to applique on the corners of the outer border.
Traditional Disney meets modern colors with this one of a kind quilt!

Pa i n t e d

C r o s s

Introducing the Painted Cross pattern from QuiltFox Design! This beautiful wall
hanging is a stunning piece of inspirational art for all! We love that the cross
pops right out of the center of this wall hanging with light that seems to shine
from behind it. We cannot wait for you to have this pattern and make this
beautiful piece.

A - O K

Pa t t e r n s

Introducing A-OK Patterns! We are now carrying three
different 5-yard patterns from A-OK and love every one!
With “Churned” and “Irish Thing” it’s a great way to use
a focal print with a traditional pattern, “Slipped” is a
more modern way to use focal fabrics. We adore these
patterns. They are the perfect way to use pieces in
your stash or a fabric line that you love but haven’t
found the right project for!
“Bringing Generations together
under one roof!”
118 W. Wisconsin Ave.
Tomahawk, WI 54487
715-453-7126
www.sewpiecefulquiltshop.com
Find us on Facebook,
Instagram & Twitter
@Sew_Pieceful
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K n o w … ?

That even though the sewing machine was invented in 1790,
hand-quilting was still more popular for the next 100 years.
C l a s s

a n d

E v e n t

P o l i c i e s

You may register for a class in person, online, or by phone at
715-453-7126. Classes must be paid for at the time of registration. A class supply list can
be found at the store, on our website, or emailed to you. If you need an item on the supply
list, and cannot make it to Sew Pieceful before the class, please call at least one week in
advance to have the item held for you.

